Visibly more secure
across the lifecycle
Keep your devices, your
data and your business
secure, with the most
comprehensive security
solution in the industry,
Lenovo ThinkShield.
Managing the security around technology in your
business has never been more important, and a rising
tide of threats poses a growing challenge to businesses
across industries and across the globe. In the context
of a boom in remote working, massive growth in the
volume and value of data held by organizations and an
increasingly aggressive threat landscape, managing
security is also now more complex than ever.
Lenovo Device as a Service (DaaS) makes it
easier to deliver an agile, cutting edge hardware,
software and services solution for your business
for a simple, predictable cost and no large up-front
capital investments.
Add the value of a good night’s sleep to that offering,
because the industry’s most comprehensive security
solution comes as standard.
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We have you covered,
every step of the way
ThinkShield is Lenovo’s seamless, endto-end portfolio of security solutions for
corporate devices and data, combining
hardware, software and processes to
protect technology assets across the
full lifecycle from assembly to disposal.
Putting the customer at the center,
Lenovo has developed strategic
partnerships to bring in cutting edge
features and technologies to add to our
own offerings. It’s how we deliver flexible,
customizable solutions that can be tailored
to each customer’s unique requirements
to meet and exceed expectations. Our
partnership with Absolute® adds software
enabled capability embedded at the BIOS
level which delivers added levels of control
and visibility.

Learn more at Lenovo.com/DaaS

Five reasons you need
ThinkShield with Absolute
Security is unendingly complex, and every organization’s requirements
are different. But do these common IT security headaches sound familiar?

1

It’s a constant challenge to maintain device visibility across the fleet due
to endpoints going dark

2

You’re unable to effectively respond to when users break from
compliance standards related to hardware, software, and device location

3

Application failure and vulnerabilities create regular disruption in your
device security posture

4

You’re not able to consistently comply with industry regulations such as
HIPAA and GDPR due to the inability to search for and secure sensitive
data residing on devices

5

Setting supervisor passwords requires physical access to each device,
making the process tedious and challenging

Flexible security options for your Lenovo DaaS fleet
Lenovo DaaS solutions are available in three highly flexible tiers:

Simplify

Accelerate

Transform

Industry-leading hardware
plus Premier Support for
small businesses.

Enhanced efficiency and
productivity with smart
deployment for the
mid-market.

Revolutionize your enterprise
IT organization advanced
services and automation.

When it comes to security solutions, we offer the same inherent flexibility. Customers can choose from
different levels of Absolute’s self-managed solutions with any DaaS agreement:

Absolute Visibility™

Absolute Control™

Absolute Resilience™

In addition, Lenovo DaaS Transform customers can complete a custom-built solution designed for large
enterprise with a choice of Lenovo DaaS Managed Absolute offerings:

Lenovo DaaS Managed Absolute
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Lenovo DaaS Managed
Absolute Advanced

Learn more at Lenovo.com/DaaS

Customer-managed
Absolute security solutions

Absolute Visibility
(IT Admin)
Maintain visibility of your devices
whether on or off the network, all
from one place. Absolute Visibility is a
single destination for all your hardware
inventory and software applications. You
can easily pinpoint device geolocation,
monitor usage and software, maximize
device utilization and continually assess
your device security posture.

• Customize your dashboard and reports
• Measure asset utilization
• Report and alert on hardware attributes
• Discover and get alerts for software
config changes
• Monitor health of critical applications
• Maintain compliance of endpoint
security controls

Absolute Control

• Detect unauthorized device movement

(IT Admin and Security Admin)

• Remotely lock device on-demand

Take full control of your endpoints
and defend against cyber threats with
a powerful lifeline to protect at-risk
devices and data. Define geofences to
detect unauthorized device movement.
Take action to make the device useless
or remotely delete critical data.

• Ensure full or selective data delete
• Perform end-of-life data wipe with
compliance certificates
• Enable firmware protection
PLUS includes all features from Absolute Visibility

• Make critical applications self-healing

Absolute Resilience
(Security Admin)
Establish resilient security management
by ensuring your critical apps always
remain healthy with self-healing critical
endpoint controls. Remotely identify
sensitive data, gather precise insights
and remediate endpoint vulnerabilities,
or investigate stolen devices.

• See and control all devices, data, applications
and users
• Know when sensitive data is at risk
• Monitor device and website usage
• Investigate and recover stolen devices anywhere
in the world
• Assess and take remedial action across devices
with library of customized scripts
PLUS includes all features from Absolute Control
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Lenovo-managed Absolute security solutions
• Real time dashboard to monitor and
maintain device environment state 24/7

Lenovo DaaS Managed Absolute
(IT Admin & Security Admin)
Rest easy with enhanced device visibility and
intelligence plus hardware-enabled endpoint
control and resilience, all managed by Lenovo
experts. With Lenovo DaaS Managed Absolute
you’ll have device visibility with alwayson connectivity to your devices and core
telemetry. Our team will monitor security vitals
and assess your security posture, feeding
back to you through your own customized
dashboard and reports.

Lenovo DaaS Managed
Absolute Advanced
(IT Admin & Security Admin)
Maintain hardware-enabled control and visibility,
so you can take remote action to manage
vulnerable devices and protect sensitive data
by empowering endpoint monitoring with
resilience. Lenovo DaaS Managed Absolute
Advanced even secures your security, ensuring
that mission critical apps are resilient through
automated self-healing.

• Drill down to the individual user/device to
take corrective measures
• Always-on visibility across your fleet
through a firmware embedded digital tether
• Security posture assessment based on antimalware and encryption health
• Hundreds of data points including location,
hardware and software attributes to alert on
device changes
• Device usage metrics based on interaction
events to identify underutilized devices
• Remote actions including freeze and wipe to
decommission devices or protect ones that
are missing

• Automated self-healing of mission critical
security applications including AV,
encryption and VPN
• Bundled remote action management
including selective file delete and custom
script deployment
• Remotely manage BIOS supervisor
password across fleet without needing
physical device access
• Geofence creation to monitor unauthorized
device movement and take swift action

Lenovo DaaS ThinkShield with Absolute software
Take on today’s security challenges with
confidence, With the versatile, flexible and
powerful ThinkShield solutions. Empower your
modern, flexible workforce to work how they want,
when they want and where they want with the
latest technology, while still maintaining visibility
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and control, keeping data and devices secured and
protected from today’s threats, and tomorrow’s.

Contact your Lenovo DaaS
representative for more information.

Learn more at Lenovo.com/DaaS
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